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ABSTRACT
Because organizational'effectiveness of schools is

difficult to define, a model is needed to explain the complexities of
the concept. Two models offer some promise. One is the goal model,
which defines effectiveness as the degree to_which organizations meet
or surpass their goals (either official or operational). The other is
the system resource model,,which measures effectiveness in terms of
the organization's ability to secure advantageous bargaining
positions and thereby acquire scarce and valued resources. Criticisms
can be made of each model, but integration of the two models can
increase their utility. However, four additional factors need to be
considered, including the dimension of time, the organizational level
under'consideration, multiple constituencies (each with different
ideas about effectiveness), and multiple criteria of effectiveness.
To specify dimensions,of effectiveness in the integrated model,.
Talcott Parsons' four functions of social systems should be added,
involving adaptation, goal attainment, integration, and latency, or
value system maintenance. For each function, the model includes
multiple indicators (or criteria) of effectiveness, and for each
indicator, the model adds time, level, and constituency factors.
(Author/RW)
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"'ORGANIZATIONAL EkkECTIVENESS OF SCHOOLS
Cecil Miskel

Accountability, student achievement levels, competency
tests, dropout rates, teacher and administrator performance,
and staff morale become popular topics of discussion when pro-
fessional educators, school district patrons, and elected officials
gather. The current interest in effectiveness is neither a new
phenomenon nor unique to education. For the past century,
writers representing both the private and public sectors have ex-
pressed concern about the effective and efficient operation of vir-
tually all types of organizations. The controversy surrounding
school effectiveness shows no signs of abating and may inten-

esify, since politicians, educators, and members of the public re-
main concerned with the concept.'

The discussions, arguments, or debates about school effective-
ness produce few mutually satisfactory answers. Many times
they conclude with the generalization that school effectiveness
cannot be ddined and measured. Yet, education is not without
indicators of effectiveness. Schoolsdo report results to the public
that administrators and teachers believe represent their ac-
complishments. Student achievements for a variety of academic
and extracurricular activities, new programs to meet the special
needs of children, and accomplishments by school employees
are touted in district publications and in the public media. Pa-
trons are invited to attend assemblies to acknowledge student
scholarship, art shows, music performances, and athletic events,
because these activities illustrate school productivity. As a mat-
ter of practice, educators clearly know and use a number of
school effectiveness indicators.

When interested groups attempt to define school perfor-
LI mance, they frequently pose a global question that only asks

whether a school is effective or ineffective. In responding to a
general question, it is too easy to conclude that the best indi-

(t.cators of school effectiveness are scores on standardized tests.
This narrow perspective can be partially explained by the accessi-
bility of test scores and by the political interest in reading and

0 mathematical skills for compensatory programs started in the
mid-1960s.2 Organization-al effectiveness of schools, however,
represents a much broader concept that involves Hie ultimatec survivability of schools.

11. Organiiational effectiveness of schools is not one thing. Rather,
1141 a school can tange from effective to ineffective on a large number

of different and, in many cases, independent criteria. Without a
Ilzdel that explains the complexities and nuances of the concept
th sytematically and logically, it is impossible to detetmine

whether one school performs better than another), or whether a
given indicator is even a measure of organizational effectiveness.

/If

Two theoretical formulations--"goal and system resourceoffer
some promise for integrating and focusing efforts to define and
measure organizational effectiveneSs of schools.

Goal Model of Organizational Effectiveness
The traditional and, until recently, most frequent use of the

concept of organiztional effeCtiveness refers to the degree of
goal attainment. A goal, as defined by Etzioni, is a desired state
of affairs that the organization attempts to realize.3 A school is
effective if it meets or surpasses its goals. A number of scholars
maintain that goals and their relative accomplishment constitute
essential characteristics defining organizational effectiveness.4

Official and operative are the most common types of organiza-
tional goals.s Official goals represent formal statements of pur-
pose by the board of education concerning the nature of the
school's mission. These statements typically appear in the board
of education publications and faculty and staff handbooks. Gen-
erally, official goals are abstract and aspirational in naturefor
example, the students will achieve their full potential. They are
also usually timeless and serve to secure support and legitimacy
from the public rather than guide administrator and teacher be-
haviors.

In contrast, operative goals reflect the true intentions of
schools. Operative goals mirror the actual tasks and activities
performed in the school irrespective of what educators claim to
be doing. For instance, goals and objectives written by teachers
are operative if the teachers use them to guide their classroom
behavior, but they are official goals if the teachers pay no atten-
tion to the statements. Hence, official school goals may be opera-
tive or inoperative to the extent that the goals reflect actual edu-
cational practices accurately. Some operative goals, such as re-
cent efforts to mainstream learning disabled students, are widely
published. Others, such as custodial care of students for six to
eight hours per day, are not. In fact, some districts use attractive
official goals to cover less attractive operative goals.

Criticisms of the Goals Approach
The alleged shortcomings of using goals to aSsess organiza-

tional effectiveness of schools include the following criticisms:6
1. Too often the focus is on administrative goals rather than

on those set by teachers, students, and school patrons.
2. In many instances, the multiple and contradictory nature

of school goals is neglected. The stated goals of a school
tend to be logical and internally consistent, but, in reality,
the operative goals often conflict with each other.
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3. School goals are retrospective; they serve to justify school
policy and educator action, not to direct it.

4. School goals are dynamic while the model is static. Goals
change as emrironment and behavior vary, but the model
remains the #ame.

t5.The official Is of a school may not be its operative goals.
Since the an

4;
sis of actual operations is complex and diffi-

cult, interested constituents (for example, parents and re-
searchers) may be unable to identify the operative goals ac-
curately. They must rely instead on personal judgments
about what ends are implied by the operational practices.

: This results in official goals receiving greater emphasis
than important operative goals. ,, /

Yuchtman and Seashore, using similait criticisms, alto argue
that the _goal model of organizational effectiveness is in-
adequate. They propose a system resource model ingtead.

/
System Resource Model of Organizational
Effectiveness

In the systems resource model, effectiveness is defined as the
school's ability to secure an advantageous bargaining position in
its environment and to capitalize on that position to acquire
scarce and valued resources. The concept of bargaining position
implies the exclusion of specific goals as ultimate effectiveness
criteria. Rather, the system resource model directs attention to-
ward the more general capacity of the school to procure assets.
Consequently, this definition of effectiveness focuses on the con---
tinuous behavioral processes of exchange and competition over
scarce and valued resources. A highly visible example for schools
occurs each time a state legislature meets to appropriate tax
moaies. To acquire the valued commodity of state aid to educa-
tion, schools compete with other agencief such as transporta-
tion, corrections, and social welfare in a highly political environ-
ment.

At a somewhat more subtle level, a growing competition exists
between public and private scipsols. As the number of school-age
youngsters and the prospects of continued employment in the

4..public schools decline, competition for students' will intensify.
According to the system resource model, effective schools will
sustain growth or minimize decline. That is, the behavioral pro-
cesses of the winners have secured an advantageous bargaining
position with parents and students or legislators and have capi-
talized on it. The levels of organizational effectiveness, there-
fore, become the amounts ofsesources that a school acquires.

The system resourceleStpective emphasizes the need for ade-
quate resources atiC1 avoidance of undue strain. Educational ad-
ministrators place great importance on maintaining harmony,
because low levels of conflict enhance school effectiveness by
using only small amounts of valuable resources. In addition, a
strong dependency on the environment makes it essential for
schools to concentrate on adaptive functions.

Effective organizations have sensitive monitoring mecha-
nisms that provide information about new behaviors that lead to
the acquisition of assets and continued survival. An illustration
of adaptive behaviors and environmental dependence of school
organizations can be dearly observed in the move to consolidate
small schools or, more recently, in the closing of attendance cen-
ters in districts of all sizes because of the decline in the numbers
of school-age children. Literally thousands of school organiza-
tions have died. Consequently, in schools that have histories of
declining enrollments, maintaining and acquiring new students
becomes a primary resource need. When it is sensed that a reduc-
tion in staff or a school closing is threatened, a number of coping
behaviors can emerge. Educators may attempt to lower the drop-
out rates by practices such as introducing "relevant" courses and
generally reducing the school's academic rigor. Parents may

lobby vigorously to save the n ghborhood school. Educators
and parents may join each oth in subtle or not so subtle efforts
to recruit additional studentsftom other schools or districts.

Criticisms of the System Reso rce Approach
When the system reso rce approach is used as a model of or-

ganizational effective ss, alleged defects become evident for
educational organize ns.8 There are two main criticisms:

1. Placing too m ch emphasis on inputs may have damaging
effects on outcomes. When a school becomes consumed by
the acquisOm Of resources, such as students and money,
other aspects may be neglected,

2. Increasi,rig inputs or acquiring resources is an operative
goal for a school. In other words, the system resource
model is actually a goal model.

erences between the goal and system resource ap-
may be only an argument over semantics. As Hall ob-

'The acquisition of resources does not just happen. It4s
n what the organization is trying to achieveits goal

but is accomplished through the operative goals."' In the exam-
\ ple of schools facing enrollment declines, critics of the system re-

source approach maintain that tile acquisition of additiorial stu-
dents is an operative goal. -Thus, the Yuchtman and Seashore
model represents a verification of the operative goal concept. In
fact, the two approaches are complementary and can be synthe-
sized to form an integral model of organizational effectiveness."

An Integrated Model of Organizational Effectivems
Both goal and system approaches ft/0e a crucial assumption: °

"It is possible, and desirable, to arrivM the single set of evalua-
tive criteria, and thus at a single statement of organizational effec-
fiveness."11 The theories also make additional assumptions. InAlk

, the goal model, effectiveness deals with the relative attainment 111/
of feasible objectives (for example, physical fadlities and equip-
ment, human energy of students and employees, curricular tech-
nologies) and some commodity (for example, money) that can be
exchanged for other resources. In the system resource model, ef-
fectiveness focuses on the internal congruence among the
school's components, on the ability to adapt, and on the optimi-
zation of the leadership, communication, and decision making.
These two additional assertions complement each other because
the goals become assets for the system resource model. Simh
larly, the foci of the system resource approach contribute to the
accomplishment of school goals.

Attempts to integrate the two approaches have been made,
and although the ideas differ slightly, there is agreement that the
use of operative goals cannot be avoided.12 Behavior is explicitly,
or implicitly goal-directed, and behavior in schools is no excep-
fion. However, from a system resource framework, goals be-
come more diverse and dynamic. They are not static, 'ultimate
states; they are subject to change over time. Moreover, the attain-
ment of some short-term goals can represent new resources to
achieve subsequent goals. Thus, a cyclic nature characterizes
school goals when a system resource framework is used.

Making the integrated model of organizatiorjal effectiveness
applicable to schools requires that other dimensions be added,
and specified. Four factorsa time dimension, different organi-
zational levels, multiple constituencies, and multiple criteria
are proposed as being partioularry important for understanding
the subtle nuances of effediveness.

Elaboration of the Integrated Model
Dimension of Time

A factor producing divergence in the assessment.of organia-11,
tional effectiveness levels is time. Noting the rhythm of seasons,
Burlingame observes that certain times of the school year hold
greater potential for crises, disruption of the system, and re-
duced goal attainmentlor example, the (*ening days of the
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fall semester may expose some Weaknesses in planning student
schedules and projecting enrollments, while the last few days of
the school year provide conditions for chaos. Knowing this,
educators develop coping mechanisms to handle these short-
term performance problems. In comparison, declining enroll-
ments and consolidating small rschools symbolize long-term
problems of survival.

Recognizing the influence of time on organizational effective-
nee§ Caused Gibson, Ivincevich, and Donnelly to advance a \con-
tinuum of success ranging from short-term, througla inter-
mediae, to longterm.14 For schools, representative indicators of
short-term effectiveness include student achievement, funding
levels, morale, absenteeism and dropout levels of students, job
satisfaction, and loyalty. Criteria for intermediate success en-
compass adaptiveness and deVelopment of the school programs,
career advancement of theeduCators, and success of former stu-
dents. The ultimate lorig-term criterion is survival. Hence, when
discussing school effectiveness, it is necessary to include the di-
mension of time.

Different Organizational Levels
The choice of criteria, for organizational effectiveness also de-

penfis upon which level of ,the school is being considered. In
other words, different criteria may apply to individual
educators, classrooms,.school buildings, district divisions, such
as instruction, business, and transportation, and the overall
scheol distriat. If a management by objectives evaluation system

Js used to asiess teacher performance, the relative achievement
of specific goals defines short-term effectiveness at the level of
the iridiVidual. After allowing for differences in the curricula,

, student characteristics, and other factors, the average of the stu-
iident apievement scores becomes one indicator of effectiveness
for a school attendance center. The level or part of the school
muSt be specified before the specific criteria defining effective-
ness Can be defined.

Multipk Constituencies
EffectiveneSs criteria always reflect the values and biases of the

individuals and groups that are interested in education. For
schools with multiple constituencies or interest groups, the ef-
fectiveness criteria are drawn tyPically from a number of per-
speaives. This means that the constituenciesTlay critical roles
that define the goals and also provide inforthation for their as-
sessment. For the educational setting, the debate regarding the
definitions of a good school has been joined by scholars, parents,
students, teachers, politicians, taxpayers, and employers. T6 say
the least, the list depicts a diverse set of constituencies.

As a further complicating factor, constituent groups prefer dif-
ferent criteria. Administrators and board of education members
emphasize structural or bureaucratic measures of effectiveness,
in part, because these represent factors under their control." Ad-
ministrators have some influence over facilities, budgets, and
personnel prVices. In contrast,teachers emphasize process in-

Aicators of eff veness. They maintiintkat the various instruc-
tional methods-use plementle-curriculum form the es-
sence of effeCtiveness. Shidetirc taxpayers; and politicians,
however, focus primarily on the school's product or outcome
measures. They evaluate schools in tergns of aeldemic achieve-
ment and affective orientations: Therefore, the integrated model
requires the inclusion of multiple conStitriencies who defirie and
evaluate the organizational effectiveness of schools on a variety
of criteria,

Multiple Criteria
A basic assumption throughout this discussion has been that

organizational effectiveness of schools is a multidimensional
concept. No single, ultimate criterion; Such as student achieve-
ment or overall performance, can capture the corrifilex nature or
school effectiveness. In the integrated goal-system resourceap-

±ip
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proach, effectiveness indicators occur during each phase
input, transformation, outputof the educational cycle. Virtu-
ally every process and outcome variable can be and has been
used as an indicator of effectiveness.

The development of a multiple dimensional index or compos-
ite measure of organizational effectiveness requires the selection
of key concepts. Choosing the most appropriate and representa-
tive effectiveness variables can be an, overwhelming task.
Campbell used 30 categories to classify a comprehensive list of
organizational effectiveness indicators. Steers found 15 differ-
ent criteria in a sample of only 17 studies of effectiveness?

To bdng some order and direction to the study of school effec-
tiveness, a model also is needed to specify the dimensions-and
indicators of the concept. A guide to assist in the categorization
of specific criteria is provided by Talcott Parsons." He poStulates
that four critical functions are essential for a social system to sur-
vive. These imperative functions are fundamental to resource ac-
quisition and can be considered organizational goals.

Figure I. Dimension, Indicators, and Added Perspeitives of
Organizational Effectiveness
Dimensions of
Effectiveness.
CriEcal Functions
of Social Systems

Multiple Indicators for
&eh Dimension of
Effect' vends

Added perspectives for Each
Indicator of Effethveneu

Adaitability-flmdbility
Innovation

_Growth
Development
Control over equipment

Time: Short-term
Intermediate
Long-term

Level: Individual
aauroom
School
Diarict division
District

Constituencies: Students
Teachers .

AdministratOri
Public

Achievernent
Prodlictivity
Resource acquisition
Efficiency
Ouality

Integration

Time: Short.term
Intermediate
Long-term

Level: Individual
Classroom
School
District division
District

Constituencies: Students
Teachers
Administrators
Public

SatisfaCtion
Employee turnover
Studentabsenteeism
Confllit-cohesion
Climate
Open communication

Latency

Time: Short-term
Intermediate
Long-term

Level: Individual-
aassroom
School
Districtdivision
District

Constituencies: Students
Teachers
Administrators
Public

Loyalti
Centtal life interests
Sense of identity
Motivation
Role and nonn congiruency

Time: Short-term
Intermediate
Long-term

Level: Individual
Classroom
School
District division
Dishict

Constituencies: Students
Teachers
Administrators
Public
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Adaptation is concerned with the system's need to control its
environment. Schools accommodate to the basic demands of the
environment and Constituencies by attempting to transform the
external situation and by changing their internal programs to
meet new condifions. Indicators of school adaptability include
flexibility, innovafion, growth, and development. Coal achieve-
ment is the gratification of. system goals. The system defines its
objeCtives and mobilizes its resources to achieve-desired ends.
Typical indicators of goal attainment for educational organiza-
tions are academic achievement, efficiency, productivity, re-
source adj-iiisition, and quality of students and services. Integra-
tion refers to aSocial solidarity within the system. It is the process

* of organizing, coordinating, and unifying social relalions.into a
singleAUlity. Primary concerns of the school include employee
job satigfaction, interpersonal conflict, employee turnover, stu-
dent absenteeism, open communication, and morale. Finally, la-
tency is the maintenance of the integrity of value system, that is,
the system's mpfivational and cultural , patterns. Effective
schools require a high commitment and behavior levels from
educators and students to reinforce the norms,and values of the
organization. Illustrative latency variables include loyalty, a cen-
tral life interest in schoolwork, a sense of identity with the in-
stitution, individup motivation to work, and role-norm congru-
ence.

Implications and Conclusions
The integrated goal-system paradigm of organizationaleffec-

tiveness can serve as a helpful guide in administering and study-
ing schools. Using the motel of school effectiVeness,requires
three steps. First, the constituencies must be determined. What
groups are going to define the important operative goals? The,

-groups coulcl be consultants, educators, students, or school pa-
trons. Second, a time dimension must be 'specified. Is the focus
onshort-, medium-, or long-term goals? Third, multiple criterion
variables must be identified. This step flows from the first two.
To make a comprehensive evaluation bf school effectiveness
necessitates the inclusion of indicators from each of the four criti-
cal functions. For example, a comprehensive definifion of short-
term and intermediate-term school effectiveness from the per-
spective of the students could use innovativeness of the curricu-
lum, scores of standardized achievement tests, student safisfac-
tion with instruction, and the students' sense of idenfity with the
schcq,.

In sum, the observation made earlier in this paper that many
discussions end with an agreement that effectiveness of schools
cannot be defined and measured can be partially explained, at
least, by the complexity of the concept and the different perspec-
tives of the discussants. Effectiveness of a school clearly is not
one thing; it is a complicated multidimensional phenomenon
that is not well understood by either scholars or practitioners.
However, organizational effectiveness of schools repraents
such a central theme in the theory and practice of schooladminis-
trafion that the difficult question§- regarding the concept ncf
longer can be avoided.
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